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**concise definition meaning merriam webster**

Apr 19 2024

choose the right synonym for concise concise terse succinct laconic summary pithy compendious mean very brief in statement or expression concise suggests the removal of all that is superfluous or elaborative a concise description terse implies pointed conciseness a terse reply

**concise definition meaning dictionary com**

Mar 18 2024

concise definition expressing or covering much in few words brief in form but comprehensive in scope succinct terse see examples of concise used in a sentence

**concise english meaning cambridge dictionary**

Feb 17 2024
concise american dictionary adjective us k？nˈs??s add to word list expressing what needs to be said without unnecessary words short and clear she wrote up a concise summary of the day’s events definition of concise from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge university press examples of concise

**concise definition in the cambridge english dictionary**

Jan 16 2024

expressing what needs to be said without unnecessary words short and clear she wrote up a concise summary of the day’s events definition of concise from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge university press examples of concise

**concise synonyms 58 similar and opposite words merriam**

Dec 15 2023

definition of concise as in summary marked by the use of few words to convey much information or meaning a concise article on violence in the media that manages to say more than most books on the subject synonyms similar words relevance summary brief succinct pithy blunt terse short curt epigrammatic elliptic telegraphic crisp

**concise definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com**

Nov 14 2023

expressing much in few words a concise explanation synonyms breviloquent aphoristic apothegmatic epigrammatic terse and witty and like a maxim brief concise and succinct compact compendious succinct summary briefly giving the gist of something
concise definition in american english collins english

Oct 13 2023

1 adjective something that is concise says everything that is necessary without using any unnecessary words burton s text is concise and informative synonyms brief short to the point compact more synonyms of concise concisely adverb adv with v he d delivered his report clearly and concisely 2 adjective adj n

concise adjective definition pictures pronunciation and

Sep 12 2023

concise adjective k?n?sa?s k?n?sa?s giving only the information that is necessary and important using few words a concise summary she gave us clear and concise instructions extra examples topics literature and writing c1

concise definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary

Aug 11 2023

adjective uk k?n?sa?s us concise adjective few words add to word list giving a lot of information clearly in a few words concise adjective book a concise book is small a concise history of france concisely adverb conciseness noun u definition of concise from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press

29 synonyms antonyms for concise thesaurus com

Jul 10 2023
synonyms antonyms strongest matches pithy succinct terse weak matches abridged boiled down breviloquent brief compact compendiary compendious compressed condensed curt epigrammatic in a nutshell laconic lean marrowy meaty short and sweet summary synoptic

**concise wordreference com dictionary of english**

Jun 09 2023

1580 90 concise ly adv pithy compendious laconic concise succinct terse all refer to speech or writing that uses few words to say much concise usually implies that unnecessary details or verbiage have been eliminated from a more wordy statement a concise summary of the speech

**concise writing what is it and why does it matter**

May 08 2023

concise writing means using the fewest words possible to convey an idea clearly there s a reason why writing concisely is recommended so often it s excellent advice here s a tip want to make sure your writing shines grammarly can check your spelling and save you from grammar and punctuation mistakes

**concise definition meaning britannica dictionary**

Apr 07 2023

adverb conciseness noun noncount concise terse succinct laconic and pithy mean expressing or stating an idea by using only a few words concise is the most general of these words and suggests a lack of extra or unnecessary information she provided a concise description of the problem
what this handout is about this handout helps you identify wordiness in your sentences paragraphs and essays and offers strategies for writing concisely identifying and addressing wordiness in sentences if you are a student pay close attention to your instructors comments on your essays

**how to write more concisely tips to shorten your sentences**

one of the simplest ways to make your writing more concise is to avoid inflated phrases that use several words where just one or two would be sufficient if you replace a prepositional phrase with an adverb that adverb may need to shift to another part of the sentence check for common mistakes

**concise definition and meaning collins english dictionary**

1 adjective something that is concise says everything that is necessary without using any unnecessary words burton s text is concise and informative whatever you are writing make sure you are clear concise and accurate synonyms brief short to the point compact more synonyms of concise concisely adverb adverb with verb

**concise definition usage examples grammarly**

Dec 03 2022
Conciseness is communicating complete information about a topic or idea in a few words. Concise writing also involves being mindful of word choice—limiting your word count isn't enough to write concisely. You need to choose the strongest words to illustrate your point. Conciseness in writing is an easy habit to fall into.

**What is another word for concise?**

Nov 02 2022

What is another word for concise? Need synonyms for concise? Here's a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead—contexts, brief yet including all important information, able to be comprehended, small, compact, or on a small scale:

- Adjective: brief, yet including all important information
- Information: brief, compact, compendious

**Concise: 13 synonyms and antonyms**

Oct 01 2022

Adjective: these are words and phrases related to concise. Click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of concise.

- Write a concise account of the incident.
- Synonyms: terse, to the point, succinct, pithy, condensed, compact, brief, short, abbreviated.
- Antonyms: rambling, discursive, wordy, verbose.

**How to write concisely**

Aug 31 2022

How to write concisely summary: it's not the end of the world if you use an unnecessary word—now and then write the occasional overlapping sentence or tell us what you're doing in a
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